EXTENDED RANGE OF SANITIZING PRODUCTS

Including high quality protective items for the workplace
HIGH QUALITY PROTECTIVE ITEMS AND SANITIZERS

FOR PRICES AND STOCK AVAILABILITY PLEASE GO TO WWW.LFSPAREPARTS724.COM WWW.GEV-ONLINE.COM

IR MEDICAL BODY THERMOMETER

- body range 32-42.9°C (89.6°-109.2°F)
- accuracy ±0.2°C - ±0.4°F
- measuring distance 1-15cm
- ambient operating temperature -25/+55°C
- automatic shutdown after 5 sec
- power supply DC 3V - 2 batteries R03 AAA 1.5V (not included)
- dimensions 95x60x180 mm - weight 146 g

LF Code: 3394414
GEV Code: LF3394414

FACE SHIELD

- Thickness 0.25 mm - dimensions 260x210 mm
- Tested, approved materials
- Easy, practical disinfection
- To prevent the formation of visible stains
- Wash with water after sanitising

LF Code: 3716010
GEV Code: 802512

PERSONAL PROTECTION KIT

- The kit includes:
  - 3091048 Washable double layer mask (5 pcs)
  - 3716010 Face visor
  - 3092360 Hand cleaner gel IDRAL70 (1 L)

LF Code: 3091060
GEV Code: LF3091060

PLEXIGLASS SHIELD 800X700X5 MM

- Plexiglass shield to protect the health of your employees and your customers
- The self-supporting structure can be assembled using a simple interlocking system
- Hole 300x200 mm - Snap-in feet 200 mm

LF Code: 3092363
GEV Code: LF3092363

SANIBACT DISINFECTANT CONCENTRATED 1 L

- Bactericidal and yeasticidal disinfectant
- Max. dilution up to 25 L - Complies with EN1276 - EN13697 tests (bacteria)
- Complies with EN13697 test (moulds)
- Effective against viruses in the influenza family and hepatitis B/C
- For use on evaporators and all surfaces

LF Code: 3092361
GEV Code: 850137

SANITIZER CLEANSI ALCOHOL 80%

- High alcohol content 80% - Sanitises any surface - Evaporates quickly, leaving no stains or residue. Disinfectant registered in Germany (No. 90037). Eliminates germs, allergens, environmental dirt, marks, stains and grease. Ready to use - No rinse needed
- Suitable for HACCP

LF Code: 3092354
GEV Code: LF3092354

SURFACE SANITIZER LUXEDO 1000 ML

- Disinfectant registered in Germany (No. 69541)
- Specific for evaporators and surfaces
- Removes germs, bacteria and allergens
- Removes organic residue, environmental dirt, and grease - Apply on the whole surface, wait for 5 minutes while the product acts, dry with a damp cloth if necessary

LF Code: 3092363
GEV Code: LF3092363
HIGH QUALITY PROTECTIVE ITEMS AND SANITIZERS

NEBULISER GUN ELECTRIC
230/240V - 50HZ - 650W
Tank capacity 800 ml - hose length 1.5 m
Weight 1900 g
Includes: 5L sanitising fluid, main unit, hose, carrying belt, viscosity measuring glass, spray gun, tank, cleaning clip

NEBULISER TROLLEY-MOUNTED 24 L
Compressed air
Professional equipment for nebulising detergents and disinfectants
Rilsan spiral hose 7.5 m

FLOOR STAND WITH DETERGENT HOLDER AND GLOVE HANGER
100% AISI 304 stainless steel
Solid, free-standing structure h 100 cm
Support for dispenser - Max diameter 100 mm (dispenser not included)
2x dispenser-fastening bands
Shelf for gloves, tissues or masks
All elements can be removed for easy cleaning and sanitising

FLOOR STAND FOR DISPENSER
Made entirely of stainless steel
Ready for dispenser application both manual and touch
Dimensions 300 x 330 x H 1190 mm

FOOT PEDAL SANITIZER COLUMN 8L
Made in Italy
Foot pedal operation
Base width 290 mm
Dispenser height 1147 mm
Overall height 1500 mm
Customizable on request

LF Code: 3096001
GEV Code: LF3096001
LF Code: 3070410
GEV Code: LF3070410
LF Code: 30716011
GEV Code: LF30716011
LF Code: 30716012
GEV Code: LF30716012
LF Code: 30716015
GEV Code: LF30716015
HIGH QUALITY PROTECTIVE ITEMS AND SANITIZERS

DETGERENT DISPENSER STAINLESS STEEL 700 ML
stainless steel AISI 304 - capacity 700 ml power supply with 6 DC 9V/AA batteries (not included) - low battery indicator sensing distance 5/9 cm dosage adjustable from 0.5 - 2.5 ml dimensions 100x110x220 mm

DISINFECTO HAND GEL 100 ML
alcohol-based sanitizing detergent denatured (ALCOHOL MIN. 65% VOL) use without water - with flip top cap

DISINFECTO HAND GEL 300 ML
alcohol-based sanitizing detergent denatured (ALCOHOL MIN. 65% VOL) use without water - with flip top cap

DISINFECTO HAND GEL 500 ML
alcohol-based sanitizing detergent denatured (ALCOHOL MIN. 65% VOL) use without water - with dispenser cap

DISINFECTO HAND GEL 5L PROFESSIONAL
alcohol-based sanitizing detergent denatured (ALCOHOL MIN. 65% VOL) use without water

HAND CLEANSER ISCOPUR CAN 5 L
Ready-to-use alcohol disinfectant for hygienic hand disinfection It is fragrance-free and thanks to its content of 85% ethanol is effective against bacteria and viruses - Dose 3-5 ml of the product in your hands and rub carefully until completely dry (about 30 seconds).

HAND CLEANER GEL IDRAL 70 1 L
70% ready-to-use hydroalcoholic solution with sanitizing function Apply the product to clean hands and rub carefully for 30 seconds, letting it dry, without rinsing
HIGH QUALITY PROTECTIVE ITEMS AND SANITIZERS

OZONIZER AIR FOR THE CAR C001
DC 12V-0.5W for car lighter plug
ANIONS concentration 6 millions cm³
OZONE production 10 mg/h
for areas measuring 3/4 m³
dimensions 23x23x95 mm

BACTERIA KILLER AIR OZONIZER
for refrigerators up to 500 L capacity
It kills all types of bacteria and viruses
and is able to prevent the growth of mildew
it reduces food decay
it eliminates pesticides, herbicides
and stale odours
it extends the shelf life of food
voltage DC 4.5V / 3 AAA batteries (not included)
Ozone production 5 mg/h
dimensions 90x90x33 mm

AIR OZONIZER FOR REFRIGERATORS
Voltage DC 6V / 4 batteries D (not included)
Ozone production 12 mg/h
For refrigerators up to 700 L
Dimensions 133x73h140 mm
Kills bacteria and viruses
Prevents the growth of mold
Eliminates pesticide and herbicide residue
and stale odours, reduces food decay

INDOORS AIR OZONIZER PLH-M200CB
AC 100-240V 50/60Hz adapter DC 12V 10W
Ozone production 200 mg/h
For areas measuring 50-80 m³
Dimensions 162x162x230 mm
Eliminates viruses and bacteria in the air
Eliminates all odours

AIR/WATER OZONISER CH-KTB
90W 3A 220V 50/60Hz
Ozone production 2800 mg/h
Purifies up to 200 m³
Eliminates viruses and bacteria in air and water
Eliminates all odours
Reduces food deterioration

AIR/WATER OZONIZER NT-T-N 10 G
260W 3A 220V 50/60Hz
Ozone production 10 g/h
Dimensions 400x300h770 mm
Eliminates viruses and bacteria from air and water
Removes all odours
Reduces food decay